A Fortnight in N.W. Luristan
no attempt to explain me, but devoted himself to his belated
opium, which I felt would make him quite useless if things
became difficult as they appeared rapidly to be doing. He
interrupted his puffing for a moment to tell me that they
thought I was a spy; I smiled as best I could and devoted my
attention to one of the fat Lurish babies who were always
charming. Luckily at this moment the uncle of Amanulla
Khan appeared from the next settlement; he looked a villain,
but at least a cheerful one; he had a short, thick, red beard,
and a roving eye which settled at frequent intervals on my
luggage. I had brought very little with me—and nothing in
the way of cloaks, bed, field-glasses, or weapons that might
tempt a Lur: but even so I always felt there was a certain danger
in the few possessions I carried, for there was no mistaking the
looks that were cast upon them even among the friendly
tribes. My hat was always a great attraction, being made of
finer felt than any in Luristan, and I had several times to
explain that it was a woman's hat and that men would be
ashamed to be seen in it; whereupon it would regretfully be
put down.
The uncle belonged to die Duliskan Ittivends and was in
Sar-i Kashti only on a visit. He knew the Sardari Naib, and
Keram showed himself less absorbed in opium than I had
supposed and immediately began to tell him how the police
of North Luristan were waiting anxiously for my reappear-
ance on the safe side of the Giza Rud. The red-bearded uncle
listened carefully, nodding now and then and asking questions
in Laki which I could not follow. Tea appeared and the
atmosphere grew a trifle more friendly. I cautiously ap-
proached the subject of graves. There were plenty of them,
they all said, and dealers still came to buy in spite of die new
laws. But they refused to dig for me in the absence of their
chief. No woman, said they, had ever travelled in Luristan:
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